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This started out as a "Memo to File" for me, but I thought I would share it with you - FYI:Stephanie Fawcett 

advised me today that the CIA document scanning project, (RAC - Regional Area Capture), that includes the 

RFK documents (and many other records not related to our work) that were sent by the Library to the CIA for 

scanning, supposedly scanned 13 months ago and then were to be referred to the appropriate agencies, have 

not only not been referred, but have to be re-scanned because the images were not good.Fawcett is not 

happy with the situation, but is hoping it will get better. She is now working with new people and the plan is to 

get these records scanned, referred and back to the Library within the next few months. She has emphasized 

to the agency people that there are records involved in the RFK group that we want opened up. My 

understanding is that the following has to happen for the RFK records to be made public:- In December, the 

documents will be scanned again;- Referrals will be made (mostly DOD) (our involvement may be required to 

move this along at some point)- CIA gets the documents back;- Documents sent back to the JFKL;- RFK Records 

Committee" rubber-stamps" release As you will recall these RFK records have not been designated 

assassination records, but we want them released to the public as EHUs. We were given assurances that there 

would be no problem getting the records through the RFK Committee at the Library as long as they were 

processed other than as assassination records.
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